GAMING LABORATORIES INTERNATIONAL, LLC,
BRINGS GLOBAL LOTTERY AND iGAMING EXPERTISE TO NASPL 2011
LAS VEGAS (October 18, 2011) – Gaming Laboratories International, LLC, makes picking right easy for
attendees at this year’s NASPL Annual Conference. That’s because GLI, the worldwide leader in lottery
and iGaming testing, will be on hand at the conference with global lottery and engineering experts to
help both regulators and suppliers answer today’s most pressing questions.
NASPL 2011 takes place October 24-28 at the Indiana Convention Center in Indianapolis. GLI will be in
booth #400, discussing GLI standards, network security, intranet security, Information Systems Security
(ISS) evaluations, and RNG testing.
“The lottery category is one of the most innovative, forward-thinking aspects of the global gaming
industry, and GLI is the lab that is best suited to support lottery directors, regulators and suppliers as
they move forward with innovations,” said GLI State Governments Development Manager Michael
Capen. “That’s because we have the most experience and the most bandwidth of any lab on the planet.
Stop by and see GLI in booth #400, and discover the difference our experience can make for you.”
GLI’s first corporate contract, signed in 1989, was to test lottery devices and systems. Today the
company tests for more than 65 lotteries around the world. In fact, no other test lab on the planet
serves more lottery regulators and suppliers than GLI does. Worldwide, GLI tests for more than 455
jurisdictions, for land-based gaming and iGaming.
GLI is an associate member of NASPL and of the World Lottery Association (WLA).
For more than 20 years, Gaming Laboratories International, LLC has been the world leader in providing
independent testing, inspection and certification services to the gaming industry. With 18 laboratory
locations located across Africa, Asia, Australia, the Caribbean, Europe, North America and South
America, GLI is the only global organization of its kind to hold U.S. and international accreditations for
compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020 and Guide 65 standards for technical competence in the Gaming
industry. GLI offers independent third party evaluation and certification of Gaming technology, devices
and systems in addition to providing network and information security assessments. For more
information, visit www.gaminglabs.com.
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